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A decision support tool for supporting individuals living with long-term conditions make informed choices: LTC-Choices tool for continuous healthcare

An increasing number of individuals are now living with some form of chronic, long-term condition (LTC). The holistic perspective of LTCs makes it important to acknowledge that priorities and decisions are in fluctuation over the course of an individual’s life. The landscape of digital healthcare is full of information systems that capture individuals’ health data, clinical guidelines and/or advice on health conditions, which taken together can help create a comprehensive overview of suitable lifestyle choices to optimise health and well-being. Despite this, there is no evidence of existing frameworks to support individuals living with LTCs from a continuum of care perspective. In this paper we propose such a multidimensional model for a decision support tool - LTC-Choices. This tool was developed from existing work conducted by the authors around use of multicriteria to support health decision making. We illustrate how LTC-Choices can be implemented using the example of individuals living post-stroke.
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Introduction

The number of individuals living with long-term conditions (LTCs) globally is increasing (Department of Health, 2012). The size of the chronic disease population, particularly those with multiple comorbidities, is projected to grow, reaching 157 million Americans by 2020 (Kane et al., 2005, p212). In the UK, around 6 out of 10 people surveyed in 2001 and 2002 reported some sort of chronic problems (Wilson et al., 2005). In Australia chronic conditions are responsible for around 80% of disability affected people (NHPAC, 2006). Care of those with long-term conditions puts huge demands and increases financial pressure on services (Jones et al., 2011).

Promoting self-management amongst those living with LTCs is believed to provide benefits to individuals by increasing power and responsibility over treatment process and
promoting autonomy (Lenzen et al., 2015). To date, clinical decision support aids that embed some form of interactive decision support model/element have only been used in a clinical setting under the guise of promoting shared decision making (Lawn et al., 2011). Tools for individuals to use at home, in the community, to self-manage, mainly focus on information provision and communication as a means of decision support. Should the individual need/want to make a decision about an aspect of their condition/care, there is no guidance as to how to use such information to make an informed choice.

In this paper we propose a decision support tool for use by individuals living with a long-term condition. The tool – LTC-Choices - does not focus on making short-term decisions, rather it aims to help the individual assess their condition from a long-term goal setting perspective. LTC-Choices is developed around a multivariate decision model (Belton and Stewart, 2002) and is informed by the factors recognised in clinical guidelines (for example, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence guidelines (2018) and relevant clinical literature available on specific long-term conditions (for example, SIGN (2010)). We present the rationale for the development of LTC-Choices and discuss its structure and design. The potential of the tool is illustrated using the example of supporting people living post-stroke. Future work will include a field-test of the proposed architecture with practitioners and the stroke-survivors community, employing a co-production model to ensure it is fit for purpose.

Self-management for those with long term conditions

Strategy documents such as the Modern Outpatient (Scottish Government, 2016) and others (for example, Queensland Government, 2016), advocate for a new model in care provision, where the patient is supported to (where appropriate) take responsibility for their health and wellbeing. Such a shift in the balance of care attempts to promote wellness and
in turn, reduce interactions with health care services. In line with this approach, self-management is seen as a means of increasing the capacity, confidence, and efficacy of an individual (NHS England, 2017). Amongst those living with a long-term condition, self-management can also provide a sense of control, promote autonomy and give individuals a sense of greater responsibility over treatment process (Lenzen et al., 2015).

Dwardswaard et al. (2015) separate self-management for those with LTCs into two overarching areas: disease related self-management and individual self-management. Their view is that self-management behaviour can be very dependent on the disease stage. For example, at diagnosis or soon after, patients are concerned with information about the disease, its profile and available treatments and deciding between these. In the chronic phase of the disease, focus may move towards psychological support, and patients who feel capable of self-management may only require support should their condition worsen. Supporting the individual self-manage at this stage in a disease profile can relate to factors around lifestyle, life circumstances and how these can impact on their sense of coping (van Eijk-Hustings et al., 2013; Dwarsswaard et al., 2015). This view of self-management encompassing both condition specific and life style/circumstances is well-regarded and widely recognised (Haggerty et al, 2003).

Role of eHealth in self-management of long term conditions

There are many ways in which individuals can be encouraged to self-manage. One area that has received much attention is that of eHealth, particularly in relation to use of websites and/or apps providing information on aspects such as illness trajectories, symptoms, and treatments relating to specific conditions (Wong & Lam, 2016; Con et al., 2017). Although potentially effective, patient-based interventions such as eHealth are still currently considered limited in their “reach”, and adoption of such systems still in its
infancy. Concerns are often raised about use of such systems citing that information can be misinterpreted and misused. Reasons for this include inadequate health literacy (Gutierrez et al., 2014) or an individual’s inability to synthesize such vast amounts of health related information (Leroy et al., 2013). These are in addition, to concerns raised about the accuracy of information provided, where patients have free access to non-accredited apps (Eysenbach, 2014).

Such factors are used by some to advocate for decisions to be made in conjunction with a health care professional, who can support patients in their decision making and ensure their understanding and use of the information is appropriate. However, there is recognition that there are limitations in providing shared decision-making as clinicians are so time poor and often cannot devote adequate time to ensuring shared decision-making takes place (Dwarswaard et al., 2015). O’Grady & Jadad (2010) advocate for the need to shift from shared to collaborative decision making to improve patient care. They believe that in order to achieve such a shift, patients need to acquire relevant knowledge about their condition and gain confidence to engage in better understanding the life choices they have. We support their view and highlight the need for decision support tools which help guide the individual in their decision and direct them to information appropriate to their needs. As highlighted, for those with LTCs, decision-making is a life-long exercise which is multi-faceted and changeable. Use of a tool to support such individuals make decisions and set goals as and when they want is seen to provide greater empowerment and control over life choices.

**LTC-Choices: Supporting decisions throughout the continuum of care**

LTC-Choices is a proof-of-concept tool designed to support individuals with LTCs make informed choices as part of their continuum of care. The tool supports holistic decision
making that is personalised and adaptive to facilitate the changing needs of individuals as they live life with their condition.

**LTC-Choices Dashboard**

Health informatics literature identifies multiple information sources which provide the basis for life choice medical decision making (O’Grady & Jadad, 2010). In figure 1 we propose an overall architecture of the LTC-Choices tool, which integrates information sources derived from clinical records and medical knowledge-bases (Clinical information) and information around an individual’s lifestyle and other contextual factors, which individuals need to take into account when making decisions about their treatment and lifestyle choices.

Figure 1. LTC-Choices Architecture

By way of example, in this figure we suggest *Clinical Input* might be derived from a patient’s electronic health record (such as myHealth record, for example, as adopted in Australia, and other countries (Adler-Milstein et al, 2014)), or perhaps standard quality controlled clinical guidelines (such as those provide by NICE in the UK (NICE guidelines (2018)). *Lifestyle factors* could include aspects such as information about the individual’s fitness, current diet, and life circumstances (which could include an array of information relating to aspects such as whether the individual lives alone, social networks, support networks, dependents).

To demonstrate how the LTC-Choices infrastructure might be developed, we use the example of stroke. The authoritative source of clinical factors might be derived from
medical knowledge bases such as the guidelines provided by the National Heart Foundation of Australia & Cardiac Society of Australia and New Zealand (Chew et al, 2016), or in the UK corresponding NICE Guidelines around stroke (NICE, 2013). Although these sources are authoritative and highly comprehensive, the information provided is mainly directed towards clinical professionals. However, these sources can illuminate key clinical aspects to incorporate in a decision support tool. With regard to lifestyle decisions, through collaboration with patient communities, carer groups and consulting specialists in lifestyle decisions, a list of factors which contribute to improved health outcomes can be identified and presented to the users to guide their selection of a profile which is the closest to their own circumstances.

**Decision support engine**

In order to assimilate information from both clinical and lifestyle sources, an appropriate means of structuring the information in a meaningful way is an essential component of LTC-Choices. Multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA) is a decision making model that has been employed in a variety of applications, notably in financial investment planning (Zopounidis & Doumpos, 2002) and health (Marsh et al. (2016), Angelis & Kanavos (2017)). Within the MCDA field, there are many different formal approaches that have been developed with the aim of ensuring a structured approach to decision making (Belton & Stewart, 2002). We have adopted the Multiattribute value function (MAVT) approach as this is empirically well validated (Belton, 1990; French et al., 1998) and has been widely used in health decision making (Angelis & Kanavos, 2017; Dolan, 2010). The two main components of the value function are the evaluation scores of alternatives with respect to criteria, and the relative importance (or weight) of each criterion.
Example application – life after stroke

In order to demonstrate how LTC-Choices might support decisions in practice, we present the tool using the example of stroke. For the purpose of analysis, we have referred to the health care systems in both the UK and Australia as these are the health systems the authors are most familiar with. In addition, in a study commissioned by the Commonwealth Fund, these two health systems were found to be the highest performing health care systems worldwide (Schneider et al, 2017).

In the UK there are currently over 1.2 million stroke survivors (Stroke Association, 2017) and in Australia 475,000, which is likely to increase to 1 million by 2020 (Stroke Foundation, n.d.). Of these, almost 2/3rds of survivors face life after stroke with a disability. Both in the UK and Australia, there are excellent resources supporting individuals living with life after stroke. These include a wide array of support groups as well as detailed websites providing excellent information resources. For example, in Australia, the Stroke Foundation provides a website EnableMe (EnableMe, 2018) which provides a wealth of information about life after stroke. Similarly, in the UK, the Stroke Association website (Stroke Association, n.d.) provides information on life after stroke, as well as information provision around possible problems individuals may face after suffering a stroke. We regard LTC-Choices as a tool that complements these information resources in a way that allows individuals living post-stroke to make use of such information to make informed decisions about their life and/or treatment options they might be considering.

LTC-Choices Stroke MCDA model

In figure 2, we propose a post-stroke decision support model - STROKE-Choices. The model incorporates recognised factors that can occur/be of concern to individuals who
have suffered a stroke (Jaracz & Kozubski, 2003; Cunningham et al, 2017). It incorporates Flanagan’s Quality of life scale (Flanagan, 1978) as depicted by the criteria listed under the Quality of life scale criterion. Flanagan’s scale is widely recognised for its reliability, validity and suitability in measuring quality of life across patient groups and cultures (Burckhardt et al., 2003). Criteria listed under the Problems experienced criterion are those listed on the UK’s Stroke association website (Stroke association, n.d.) as known problems those living post-stroke may experience. Care burden is included as a criterion as it is a recognised factor that individuals take into account when assessing life choices after having suffered from a stroke (Cunningham et al, 2017).

In this paper, we only discuss the STROKE-Choices decision engine. Through employment of a co-production model with stroke survivors, current work is focused on the STROKE-Choices interface. It is anticipated that the tool will comprise of a user-friendly front-end which, through a series of questions to the user, would populate the back-end STROKE-Choices MCDA model in order to determine areas the individual may wish to address. An example scenario of its use might be that of an individual living post-stroke who wants to decide what their lifestyle priorities are for the next week/month/year/long-term. This could include aspects such as trying to regain mobility, being less-socially isolated, or perhaps finding a new hobby to engage in. Working through the series of questions they are asked using the STROKE-Choices tool would allow the individual to identify areas to focus on. Questions are directly linked to the criteria incorporated in the STROKE-Choices MCDA model. For each criterion, the individual is asked how well they are doing with that aspect of their life and how important it is to them.
So for example, STROKE-Choices may ask the individual “How socially connected are you (for example, do you attend social events, are you part of a community group)?” This question would provide a score for the “Social, community and civic activities” criterion. A second question would be “How important to you is feeling socially connected?” This question allows the individual to express the significance of this aspect of their life. An example scenario might be the individual giving a low score on this criterion (don’t currently feel social connected) accompanied by a high weight (it is important to them) which would indicate being socially connected is an area that the individual regards as important to them, but that they don’t feel they currently achieve in their life.
Discussion and future work

Credible, quality information is critical for anyone making decisions regarding their health (Nguyen, et al., 2015). In this paper we explore a proof-of-concept around the provision of a decision support tool to support those living with long term conditions making informed choices. We recognise the continuum of care that such individuals require and that decision making is not a one off event, but something that such individuals face throughout life, sometimes on a daily basis. LTC-Choices can provide a means by which information can be assimilated to support individuals decide their priorities and goals in relation to their current health and wellbeing. Such structured, informed decision making we believe can support individuals in goal-setting by recognising what aspects of their current health and well-being they want to change.

In order to determine whether LTC-Choices is a concept that individuals with LTCs would find useful, we are currently conducting a series of focus groups with individuals and carers of individuals living beyond stroke. In addition, we will be facilitating a number of meetings with clinicians to assess the tool’s potential. The data from these workshops and interviews will be used to inform the next stage of our work, which will focus on the development of a prototype LTC-Choices and its subsequent evaluation.

Shifting the balance of care

As intimated earlier, clinical decision making is often regarded as an activity that takes place between patient and health care professional. In line with strategies around empowering individuals to take responsibility for their own care and make informed choices we feel LTC-Choices can facilitate this shift in care provision through helping the individual make more informed choices. However, we also recognise that despite strategic documents, the culture around care provision needs to change: Patient and clinician
education and engagement in shifting the balance of care such that the individual takes ownership for their care where appropriate is essential if tools such as LTC-Choices are to be successfully implemented and integrated into care provision (Coulter, 2011).
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